WHAT THE FILM IS ABOUT
Tag Line
Life and death on the United States Mexican border.
100 Word
“El Inmigrante” is a documentary film that examines the Mexican and American border crisis by telling the story of Eusebio de
Haro a young Mexican migrant who was shot and killed during one of his journeys north. The film presents a distinct humanitarian
focus in which story and character take precedent over policy and empiricism. Towards this end “El Inmigrante” examines the
perspectives of a diverse cast of players in this border narrative. A cast which includes the de Haro family, the community of
Brackettville, Texas–where Eusebio was shot, members of vigilante border militias in Arizona, the horseback border patrol in
El Paso, and migrants en route to an uncertain future in the United States.
250 Word
“El Inmigrante” is a documentary film that examines the Mexican and American border crisis by telling the story of Eusebio de
Haro a young Mexican migrant who was shot and killed during one of his journeys north. The film opens with a broad introduction
of our subject–Mexican migrants dying along the U.S. Mexican border. We segue into the Arizona and Texas deserts where,
against the backdrop of migrants preparing to cross the border, we hear from a diverse group of individuals including migrants
in the process of crossing, the U.S. Mounted Border Patrol, members of the Minuteman Project, and migrant relief activists
discuss the conditions along the border.
From there we arrive in San Felipe de Torres Moches in central Mexico, a town from which many migrants head north, and
begin to get to know Eusebio’s family. We discover that they run a custom fireworks factory as their primary source of income.
Concurrently the character of Sam Blackwood, the man who shot Eusebio, is developed through the tales of several residents
residing in Sam’s home of Brackettville, Texas.
The incident between Sam and Eusebio is then recounted through the voices of Jorge de Haro, the last family member to see
Eusebio alive, Diego de Haro, Eusebio’s brother, Javier Javier Sanchez, Eusebio’s traveling companion and witness to the
murder, and Buddy Burgess, the sheriff of Brackettville who arrived at the murder scene just as Eusebio passed away.
In the aftermath of the incident the rest of the film dedicates itself to discussion of the border issues and possible solutions
to the problems. The film ends with the bittersweet notion that through consciousness and intelligence the United States and
Mexico can be good neighbors who can solve the issues facing our borders.
RUNNING TIME
90 minutes, 30 seconds
LANGUAGES AND SUBTITLES
Spanish & English
PRINCIPLE CREW
Written, Produced, Directed, & Edited
John Sheedy, David Eckenrode, John Eckenrode
Executive Producer
Rick Carlson
Soundtrack
Calexico, Explosions in the Sky, King Black Acid
Original Score
Matthew Valverde/Eric Hopper, Jeff Hopper, Mike Slack/Greg Oldson

FILMMAKER BIOGRAPHIES
JOHN SHEEDY grew up in rural Eastern Oregon in a double wide on 40 acres. He moved
to Colorado when he was fifteen. He developed a passion for photography while traveling
to Europe and South America in his early twenties. In 1996 John graduated from Prescott
College with a degree in Social Documentary Photography. He then went on to work at
the S.F. Camera Work Gallery in San Francisco and also did commercial photography
assignments on the side. John has recently finished graduate school in Tucson where he
recieved a Masters degree in Art Education.
FILMOGRAPHY
121 TO AZTEC–Narrative Short–Cinematography
accepted to Cinequest and Durango film festivals
THE COMMUTE–Narrative Short–Cinematography, Writer, Producer
accepted to Arizona International and Durango film festivals

DAVID ECKENRODE, the son of an ex–monk and cowgirl, was raised in Durango, Colorado.
He received a B.S. at the Evergreen State College in Olympia, WA with a focus on field
biology. Later he returned to the same school and studied documentary film. David is an
avid river runner, painter, and drummer. He has lived in Portland, San Francisco, LA, and
spent some time in Mexico, but he always makes it back to the San Juan Mountains of
Colorado to keep it all in perspective.
SELECTIVE FILMOGRAPHY
121 TO AZTEC–Narrative Short–Writer, Director, Editor
accepted to Cinequest and Durango film festivals
THE COMMUTE–Narrative Short–Director, Editor
accepted to Arizona International and Durango film festivals
THE CLAIM–Feature Film–2nd Assistant Camera
KUNG PHOOEY–Feature Film–2nd Assistant Camera
COORS LIGHT–Advertising Spot–2nd Assistant Camera
LAND ROVER–Advertising Spot–2nd Assistant Camera

JOHN ECKENRODE is the big brother to the son of an ex–monk and cowgirl and was
raised in Durango, Colorado. He received a B.A. in History from Reed College in Portland,
OR. A couple years later he began a three year study of of Biochemistry and History at
Portland State University. Concurrently with these studies, John co–founded “Paperback
Jukebox,” a music centric arts and culture newspaper for which he was the Art Director and
contributing writer. John left the paper after three years to form “Tonic” a similar more
frequently published rag. After dissolving the latter paper in 1995, John began working for
Nike where he continues today as a senior graphic designer.
FILMOGRAPHY
121 TO AZTEC–Narrative Short–Editor, Production design
accepted to Cinequest and Durango film festivals

RICK CARLSON grew up in the Chicagoland area. After getting a degree in Mathematics
from Illinois Institute of Technology Rick followed his passion for computers and electronics
and moved to northern California to catch the Silicon Valley gold rush. As an electronics
industry sales executive, Rick spearheaded the growth of a new industry that would eventually
be responsible for the design of all things electronic. Rick lives in Durango with his wife
Lorrie and two sons Anders and Jared, who enjoy the many outdoor activities that Southwest
Colorado offers including, fly fishing, skiing, white water rafting, mountain biking and hiking.
FILMOGRAPHY
121 TO AZTEC–Narrative Short–Executive Producer
accepted to Cinequest and Durango film festivals

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION

The production of “El Inmigrante” began in the fall of 2003. We sought
to make a documentary film about United States and Mexico border issues
which did not treat the Mexican migrant as part of a faceless problematic
horde. Our intention was focus on a single incident along the border and
thereby put a human face on a highly politicized subject. The hope was
to avoid stereotypes and generalizations, and, even more so, to let policy
and empiricism take a back seat to the narrative. If anything we did not
seek to simplify the issues, but rather we wanted to reveal their inherit
complexities. After months of research we found the story of Eusebio de
Haro and with incredible cooperation with his family and the folks in
Brackettville, Texas we where able to proceed with our project.
The film was shot on 24p video on Panasonic AGDVX-100 and 100A
cameras. It was filmed over four segments with different crew iterations
each trip. The first segment was shot in March 2004 around the desert
of Sasabe, Mexico and ended in El Paso, Texas where we filmed the
Border Patrol scenes. The second trip in May 2004 was focused around
Agua Prieta and Altar, Mexico. The bulk of the film was shot the following
August in Brackettville, Texas, San Felipe and Nuevo Laredo in Mexico.
This was the shoot that documented our main characters and locales.
Lastly in November 2004 we went back to San Felipe to film the Day of
the Dead scenes and also to shoot some pickup scenes back in Texas.
The intense editing began February 2005 and continued through May. In
June and July final sound mix was completed and subtitles where added.
Overall the process from idea to finished film was completed just shy of
two years.

PROMO STILLS

available at www.elinmigrantemovie.com, or by request

UNITED STATES MOUNTED BORDER PATROL
credit: john eckenrode

PHOTO OF EUSEBIO DE HARO IN DE HARO HOME
credit: john eckenrode

EUSEBIO DE HARO DAY OF THE DEAD
MEMORIAL ALTER
credit: john sheedy

PACIANO DE HARO, EUSEBIO’S FATHER, AT SUNSET
credit: john eckenrode

RICARDO AND MERCEDES DE HARO
WORK IN THE FAMILY FIREWORKS PLANT
credit: john eckenrode

JOHN SHEEDY FILMING CINDY KOLB
OF CIVIL HOMELAND DEFENSE
credit: david eckenrode

COMPLETE CREW
WRITTEN,
PRODUCED, DIRECTED,
EDITED
john sheedy
david eckenrode
john eckenrode
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
rick carlson
CO–PRODUCER
page b. ostrow
ORIGINAL SCORE
matthew valverde
ADDITIONAL SCORE
eric hopper
jeff hopper
greg oldson
mike slack
ADDITIONAL MUSIC
calexico
king black acid
explosions in the sky
FIELD SOUND
eric hopper
matthew valverde
SOUND DESIGN
jason edwards
ORIGINAL CONCEPT
CINEMATOGRAPHY
john sheedy
FIELD DIRECTION
EDITING
david eckenrode
PRODUCTION DESIGN
EDITING
john eckenrode
FIELD TRANSLATORS
juan caicedo
miguel grijalva
norma martinez
keelin schaffrath
SUBTITLES
TRANSCRIBING
hector rivera
TRANSCRIBING
jose noriel acosta

diana valenzuela
sara illsley
michael ramsey
LINE PRODUCTION
ellen sappington
SPECIAL THANKS
de haro family
jim branton
jorge de haro
mary flores
eileen music
keith marske
tally harrington
amy iwasaki
thomas eckenrode
peggy marolt
buddy burgess
joey burns
THANKS
mark adams
tae mee marie adams
daniel alverez
ron andrews
francisco javier garcia aten
jim baker
reyna maria moneral balderas
roger barnett
adam bartley
bob carney
daniel cifuentes perez
stephen cooney
ramiro cordero
jennie duberstein
chuy gallegos
adrian gonzalez
jeff hopper
julie hopper
linda illsley
grupo beta
just coffee
cindy kolb
gregory leyva
liquado man
genaro martinez
alison may
doug moiser
beth moore
beatriz perez garduno
the pink lady
ray powers
prescott college
jewel robinson
robert rodriguez
roma hotel
amy rude
edward ruffel

mike slack
san antonio weekly news
herald
dora sandoval
keelin schaffrath
george schoen
joe segura
gina seracen
kristina seracen
sally sheedy
aaron shipps
chris simcox
neil slosar
rene and martha solís
beth and noah suby
juan antonio gomez torrez
united states border patrol
dionisio de la vina
nicole welling
alyson west
dale womack
peter young
MUSIC
“banderilla”
written by: joey burns
performed by: calexico
courtesy of: quarter stick
records
“born to sleep”
written by: daniel ritter
performed by: king black acid
courtesy of: cavity search
records
“hard hat”
written by: joey burns–john
convertino
performed by: calexico
courtesy of: quarter stick
records
“horse”
written by:greg oldson
performed by: greg
oldson–rob lawrence
courtesy of: treehorn records
“over your shoulder”
written by: joey burns
performed by: calexico
courtesy of: quarter stick
records
“pepita”

written by: joey burns–john
convertino
performed by: calexico
courtesy of: quarter stick
records
“six–eight”
written by: matthew valverde
performed by: matthew
valverde
“track 2”
written by: matthew valverde
performed by: matthew
valverde
“cumbia”
written by: matthew valverde
performed by: matthew
valverde
“track 5 accustic”
written by: matthew valverde
performed by: matthew
valverde
“let’s all hold hands and
contact the living”
written by: eric–jeff
hopper–mike slack
performed by: stroszek
courtesy of: treehorn records
“your hand in mine”
written by: explosions in the sky
performed by: explosions in
the sky
courtesy of: temporary
residence records
“whipping the horse’s eye”
written by: joey burns–john
convertino
performed by: calexico
courtesy of: quarter stick
records
6512 PRODUCTIONS
OUZEL MOTION PICTURES
IMPALA ROJA
OSTROW & COMPANY
2005

FESTIVALS as of 01/26/2006

AWARDS as of 01/26/2006
Best Documentary Harlem International Film Festival

SCREENINGS as of 01/26/2006
16th Cinequest Film Festival–March 1–12, 2006
1st Durango Independent Film Festival–March 1–5, 2006
3rd Lake County Film Festival–March 2–5, 2006
1st Omaha Film Festival–March 24–26, 2006
Boulder International Film Festival–February 15–19, 2006
3rd Big Sky Documentary Film Festival–Thursday, February 16, 2006.1:45 pm Wilma Theater.
Amnesty International Film Festival (Seattle, Washington)–Wednesday, February 15, 2006. 7pm
John Eckenrode will be present for Q&A after the screening. Introduction by Magdaleno Rose-Avila of the
Northwest Immigration Rights Project.
Amnesty International Film Festival (Asheville, North Carolina)–January 2006
6th Annual Santa Fe Film Festival–December 2005
5th Annual Anchorage International Film Festival–December 2005
Museum Theater, Alamos, Mexico–December 2005
El Museo Nacional de Culturas Populares, Mexico City, Mexico–November 2005
Santa Ana Theater, San Miguel de Allende, Mexico–November 2005
Casa Misericordia, Nogales, Mexico–October 2005
CAME Migrant Center, Agua Prieta, Mexico–October 2005
1st Annual Harlem International Film Festival–September 2005

12/30/05
DURANGO HERALD

PRESS CLIPS
08/26/05
SILVERTON STANDARD

09/29/05
DURANGO TELEGRAPH

09/29/05
DURANGO TELEGRAPH

09/27/05
DURANGO HERALD

12/08/05
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

FALL 2005
PRESCOTT COLLEGE TRANSITIONS

11/25/ 2005
ATENCION–SAN MIGUEL, MEXICO

CONTACT INFO
www.elinmigrantemovie.com
PRODUCERS REPRESENTATIVE:
OSTROW AND COMPANY
PAGE B. OSTROW
100 S. DEOHENY DRIVE, SUITE 210
LOS ANGELES, CA 90048
www.ostrowandcompany.com
info@themoviepages.com
310-276-5007
JOHN ECKENRODE
1414 SE TAYLOR ST, APT. 1
PORTLAND, OR 97214
johneck@elinmigrantemovie.com
971-506-2583 (primary number)
503-233-4584 (secondary number)
503-671-4361 (secondary number)
DAVID ECKENRODE
2412 DELWOOD AVE
DURANGO, CO 81301
david@elinmigrantemovie.com
970-759-9683 (primary number)
JOHN SHEEDY
impalaroja@yahoo.com
RICK CARLSON
rjcarlson@animas.net
The film is a three way co-production between
Ouzel Motion Pictures (David and John Eckenrode)
6512 Productions (Rick Carlson)
Impala Roja (John Sheedy)

